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Perry Interview - A Summary 
November 4, 1999 

The Perry family consists of John Perry, age 81, his brother Myles, age 86, and Myles 

daughter Esther who is in her early fifties. The three live on the Perry Ranch which was 

homesteaded by Myles' and John's father in or around 1915. Since then the Perry's have 

continued to purchase small parcels of land as they came available. The Perry's now own 

approximately 3,000 acres along the Willow River on which they harvest the timber and 

raise cattle. On November 4th, 1999 the Perry's participated in an interview as part of the 

Upper Fraser Historical Geography Project. 

The community of Ferndale is the closest to the Perry Ranch, and is the community that 

they would most closely relate to, however Ferndale was not really a community until the 

mid-50s. Other communities such as Willow River or Giscome were not yet in existence. 

The population of the area in the 1950s was approximately 150 to 200 people who would 

have been employed by the many small sawmills in the area. The largest employer would 

have been Evanson Sawmill at the foot of the Tabor Mountain Ski Hill. The Perry's 

estimate that there may have been more than 20 small mills in the area. Most of them 

went broke quickly as they had nothing to support them in terms of equipment. 

Myles: Most of 'em went broke because they had nothing to start with, you know. 
And they started in and they figured, well they was going to get so much a 
thousand for the lumber and all you got to do is bring the logs in, and saw 'em 
and take the lumber to town and get a big cheque for it, and so on, but it 
didn't work that way. And, uh, it was like it was with ourselves. It was a 
pretty up hill grind all the way, because lumber was so cheap, about 18 
dollars a thousand, was the best you could get for sawed lumber delivered in 
Prince George. And by the time you got the logs into the mill, and paid 
wages and sawed 'em and fuel, and hauled the lumber to town there wasn't 
very much left. 

The Perry's ran a small mill which, at its peak employed 22 men and cut about 8,000 to 

9,000 board feet per day. 
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Myles: It was a pretty tough racket then. The first mill we had was a little hay-wire 
outfit, and we only got $14 a thousand for lumber delivered in Prince George 
then. Well, with the two of us, we done all the work ourselves. Well we 
managed to keep bread on the table, but that was about all and we had an 
advantage. For one thing we had cattle and a bunch of horses here and 
things like that were so many of those small mills that started in that way, they 
figured there was nothing to it and they had nothing, they didn't even have an 
ax or a power saw or a cross cut saw or anything else and they just couldn't 
make it and they just went broke right and left. 

John noted that another disadvantage the sawmills worked under was the lack of roads or 

transportation routes. 

John: Now you have access, you know, most roads and everything are in place. 
There was no roads in place that you could get over at all. Like this road of 
our own here. Well you was dog gone luck if you hauled lumber two days in 
succession without being stuck some place and something happened to go 
up the road and pulled the truck out or something you know. The roads were 
so bad and the hills were so steep and the highway, there was no such a 
thing as the highway like there is now. There was nothing but gravel road 
and it was far from, far from good. The gravel road even ... 

The Perry's owned two mills between 1939 and 1964. The first mill was bought used and 

was literally held together with bailing wire and it "used to catch fire regular every day, like." 

When a fellow in Giscome went bankrupt and all his equipment was audioned off the 

Perry's took advantage of the opportunity to purchase that equipment. 

Myles: It was just a carriage and motor and husk at that time, and we got an edger 
and put in it, and a slab conveyer .... Like I said we had horses and things that 
which so many of these fellas that started these little mills around didn't have 
and we had a certain amount of tools and things that way that we had had 
around the farm here that we was able to get going with. 

Over the years they were able to upgrade the equipment, both the sawmill and their other 

logging equipment. The operation was touch and go all the time. 
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Myles: There wasn't that much money in the lumber. That was the trouble. You had 
to saw lumber so thick those days. Like two inch was what you could sell and 
you had to cut it two and a half inches thick so they could re-saw it and plain 
it ..... Well when you have a load on the truck or anything and you have it two 
and a half inches thick, well that other half inch didn't sound like much, but 
when you multiplied it over the whole load, well it amounted to quite a bit. 
And it also amounted to quite a bit in what you produced in a day. Because 
that half inch that you was over was never taken into consideration. It was 
just straight two inch and that was all there was to it and that was what you 
were paid for in town. 

Initially the logs for their sawmill were purchased from private land owners. When that ran 

out they bought government timber. 

The Perry's went out of the milling business in 1964 primarily because lumber prices 

bottomed out and attracting good labour became a real problem. During and after WWII, 

Prince George grew tremendously and as things opened the good labourers were attracted 

to the big city and were not content to work at small mills in the bush. It became evident 

in the early 60s that saw milling was no longer going to be a viable business. 

Esther: 

Myles: 

John: 

Stumpage was going up and there was just, there was no place to sell lumber 
because these other big companies was starting to come in and put in their 
mills, and you couldn't compete with them, you know. 

They [the big companies] started buying logs, and that was a godsend in a 
way because the fact that you didn't have to have so much help and you 
seemed to get a better class of help in the wood than you did in the mill .... 

Another thing that ended these small mills was that the lumber market started 
to change, you know. And eh, when originally they couldn't get enough 
lumber, when the war was on, it didn't make any difference as long as it was 
flat on two sides, it didn't make any difference what kind of lumber it was, it 
sold. But after the war was over the market started to taper off and they 
wanted a better class of lumber and a better class of sawing, .... and then 
pretty soon they started shipping to Japan and those different places you 
know, and they wanted metric cut lumber. And these small mills couldn't 
afford to put in equipment that you could cut like that. These big mills started 
buying up all the small mills and their quota of timber .... and I guess there's 
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Myles: 

Esther: 

Myles: 

Esther: 

only four of us left that have timber licenses in the Prince George Forest 
District and can compete on government timber. 

Then when the government came in with the idea that as a small mill you had 
to have a chipper and a barker in the mill or they wouldn't let you operate. 
Well we figured it out, and it was gonna cost us $45,000 at that time for to put 
in a chipper and a barker. Well, we just didn't have the money and it wasn't 
feasible anyway because if we could sell the logs, although logs wasn't at a 
very good price when we first started into it, but still we got along. 

The thing is we didn't have that extra step. When you got the logs, you put 
them on a truck and you went some place else. When you run the mill, you 
got the logs, and then you had to put them through the mill and end up getting 
the end product which was just another step, you might as well say, that you 
had to do. 

Then you had to get trucks to haul the lumber to town. Of course you had to 
get trucks to haul the logs too, but then at that time bigger trucks were 
coming into effect and when you had the small mills there wasn't such a thing 
as a three tonne truck in the country no place. And maybe 2,000 feet of 
lumber was all they could handle, that they could haul. 

1 think the other thing that was a big turning point for most of the small mills 
was the fact that when you did your own milling you were a licensed scaler. 
Everybody that had a mill, you had to scale the logs and you had to have a 
license ...... The government Efecided .... that they wanted to put in weigh scales 
and the logs would be taken into town and they had to be put over the weigh 
scale, which was supposed to.be a much more honest way. Unless you 
could afford to put in a scale, and it was like the barker and chipper, well, you 
couldn't compete. They didn't want you to anyway .... That was another of 
the big things that I can remember that happened about the time that we 
changed over from the mill to logging. 

The move from saw milling to logging reduced the number of headaches for the Perrys. 

They no longer had to worry about maintenance of equipment at the mill, hiring of labourers, 

and the increasingly oppressive government regulations that seemed aimed at driving the 

small saw miller out of business and favouring the larger company. 
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Esther: And like Dad said, it got to be were 1x4's and 1x6's and 2x4's and stuff like 
that, you couldn't sell 'em because there was no market for them. You had 
to go into a specialty cut. If you could cut 2 12's you could sell 'em. If you 
could cut 2x1 O's you could sell 'em. What did you do with what you had left 
over. You had a whole pile of 1x10's, what the hell could you do with it. You 
know, you just couldn't sell it because there was no market for it. 

On top of that the truckers charged $5.50 per thousand feet to transport the lumber into 

Prince George. 

Another policy that had an effect on the small mills was the move to enclosed burners. 

Before this change, 

Myles: 

John: 

Esther: 

All the mills had just a chain that carried slabs and stuff out, and they was 
elevated in the air and they dropped those and they had a fire there that 
destroyed the stuff. Well, of course, there was lots of fires started from that, 
so the Forestry said you had to have closed in burners then. Well, that 
required a big project if we were to put in a closed-in burner. 

From 1940 when the small mills first started until about 1964, it was an era 
that you could just, what you might say, you could do anything you wanted 
with timber and things. Then it all started to change. The big mills started 
buying up logs, and buying up practically all these fellas that had little mills 
and had a little patch of timber, well they bought it up. And, oh ... competition 
go so that there was, so that it couldn't be considered as a thing to keep 
going. 

You either had to have a million dollars, like now. In those days it would have 
been a hundred thousand or couldn't have done it, now a days you need a 
million to be able to do it. But it was, you know, that was what you needed 
to do. You had to have a lots of money to even be able to do all these things. 

The shift from selective to clear cutting didn't have a great impact on the small mills. At one 

time they couldn't cut anything less than 20 inches on the stump. The impact of that was 

that a lot of good small timber was left and blew down with the winter wind storms. The 

small mills were not interested in attempting to clean out the mess and the Ministry of 

Forests couldn't be bothered. The result was that "it laid there and rotted, and nobody ever 

touched it." 
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The Perry's see a number of policies as having a negative impact on the small mills, 

eventually leading to their demise. The first policy that favoured the larger mills was the 

quota system. 

The quota system was introduced in 1951/52. The quotas were assigned by the 

government based on the previous years lumber production. Lumber prices were down the 

year before the quota system was introduced. The result was that most of the privately 

operated mills received small quotas because they had only produced a small amount of 

lumber the year before. This low production rate was due to the depressed lumber prices. 

The first big company to come into the area to purchase the quotas from the smaller mills 

was Canadian Forest Products. 

When the quota system was first introduced it appeared that the small mills would not 

receive any quota. Many of the small mill owners went to the Ministry to ensure that they 

were included in the system. 

The policy that required all mills to have a barker/chipper was the next big policy that acted 

against the small mills since the small mills didn't have the large sums of money required 

to meet this requirement. 

It wasn't just the government policies that favoured the bigger mills. 

Esther: I think the thing that really was the change was that the world markets had 
changed. The local markets had changed and they had to have a better 
dimensioned lumber. In other words, he could saw a 2x4 and it might be an 
inch and three quarters. I could saw it and it might be 2 and a quarter. Joe 
down the road would maybe have a different kind of a head rig or whatever, 
and he maybe sawed a two inch. So when they got it in to plain it or 
whatever, there was so much variation, you know, that the world was not 
coming to the point where it wanted a board that was a 2x4, not something 
else. And then you had to get rid of all that waste, because again that was 
another government policy. They wanted you to get rid of that 
waste ...... because the government wasn't getting paid for the waste. 
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The Peny's feel that the govemment wanted to get rid of the smaller mills in favour of the 

bigger companies as it would save costs. 

John: These small mills, scattered all over the country like there was probably 50 small 
mills right around this country, and Forestry had to go and check on all these mills, 
you know, all the time and allot them so much timber and check on their scaling and 
see that they met all the regulations of buming the slabs and all these things like 
that. And if they could eliminate the small mills, why then these big mills, there was 
only a few of them, so it only required a few men to go around and check on them. 

It appeared to the Perrys that every time the govemment brought in a new policy it was 

more restrictive and made it more difficult for the small mills to operate, favoured the larger 

mills, which made it easier for the Ministry of Forests to keep an eye on things, and was 

better for the Ministry in ensuring that all lumber was of the same quality. 

The requirement of scaling came into effect in the early 1940s. Initially each mill had their 

own scaler licensed by the government. The method of hand scaling led to much 

opportunity for dishonesty. Although each mill had their own scaler, the government scaler 

often over-rode the mills scaler. When the automated scaling system came into effect it was 

a much more honest system. This was in the 1950s, when the Perrys were getting more 

into logging and selling logs rather than milling their own lumber. 

Myles: When we first started selling logs it was hand scaled and we was just about 
ready to quit the whole thing because we just didn't get nothing out of the 
timber. Then they put the scales in and we put the first load of logs that 
every went in to Prince George over the scale, and they \Neighed it and it was 
supposed to be so much. Well they couldn't believe what they saw and they 
unloaded that load and loaded it back up again nine times before they got 
through with it. They was trying to figure out what was the matter because 
they thought they was so damn good at hand scaling that there was no body 
that could beat 'em. But when they put it over the scale, it was such a big 
difference that they couldn't fathom it. In our favour, it was. 
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The conversion to weigh scaling rather than hand scaling made it far more profitable for the 

Perry's to go into selling logs rather than milling their own lumber. Previously if the scaler 

worked for the buyer, they scaled in favour of the buyer. With the weigh scales, a load 

was a load with no interpretation. 

Esther: Rules and regulations. As far as I was concerned, it was the rules and 
regulations that killed the small mills. 

The larger mills also had advantages in that they could not only comply with all the 

regulations, but they had specialized equipment which enabled them to be more competitive 

and get more out of their lumber. 

There was a lot of wasted timber at the small mills because of their sawing techniques. The 

government eventually realized that they had to change the policies to eliminate the small 

mills in favour of the larger mills if they wanted the forest industry to be competitive and if 

the Ministry wanted to realize the revenue potential that existed. 

In the early 1940s there were nearly 60 small mills in the Willow River area. Many of the 

mills didn't last more than a couple of years. By the late 1950s and early 1960s most had 

closed up. The last two that were in business were the Perry's and Birchies and they 

closed up in the early 1960s. 

Another factor that had to be considered in the price obtained for the lumber was the room 

and board of the labourers. At their peak the Perry's employed approximately 22 men. It 

only lasted for one summer, but during that time it cost them a lot. Because there was no 

transportation system, the Perry's provided accommodation for the labourers and their 

families as well as meals. The Perry's had bunkhouses for their labourers and so had to 

provide linens and well. The costs associated with on-site labourers skyrocketed and 

added to the general expense of producing lumber. 
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The Perrys and other small mills were not threatened by the mid-size mills such as Sinclair 

Mills, Giscome, Penny, Dome Creek and Snowshoe. It was the increasingly oppressive 

policies brought in by the Ministry of Forests that led to the demise of the small saw mills. 

These regulations favoured the larger mills with their increased access to capital and ability 

to adapt. The small saw mills that started in the late 1930s and 1940s are now gone. Most 

of the mid-size mills started when the railroad came through in the early 1930s and lasted 

until the late 1960s and early 1970s. Most of them are gone now too. 
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Interview #7 Perrys Nov 4, 1999 

Ernie Kaesmodel: It's November 41
h. We're in the home of the Perrys at their 

ranch near the Willow River and we're going to be talking to them about their 
experiences with the sawmill. 

Toni: So the first group of questions I'm gong to ask are more what the 
researchers want on community, and where you lived, and the sort of community 
you were involved with. So since you lived out at the ranch as opposed to in 
Willow River or Giscome or one of the other communities, what community do 
you most associate living in? 

Esther: I guess you would call it Ferndale wouldn't you, because there was a lot of 
little sawmills and there was a community hall here. 

John: But it was not until, I guess, about the '50s that we really got the community 
hall and general store. 

Myles: Well, they built the new hall about the '50s, they had the old one there, 
you know, that little cookhouse. 

Male: But then they had our cookhouse they used for the hall but then ... 

Esther: The new hall was built in '58, as a Centennial project in 1958. 

Other male: But it was that cookhouse in 1947, we moved up to the highway 
there. 

Other male: '46. The spring of '46 that we moved, left up there. So the 
community couldn't have used the ... 

Esther: No, we would have started in about '46 or '47 is about the first minute 
books that we have for the Ferndale community and that was about the closest the 
community was where that community hall is. At one time it was sitting on this 
road and it was their old cookhouse because they had a mill up there, and then like 
I say, in '58 we built the - it was a Centennial project - we built that new hall 
that's there. That was basically about the only community thing there was around 
here was the community hall and that was it. There was nothing in Willow River 
or whatever. 

Other male: Well we had no [inaudible??] electricity [inaudible??] 

Esther: No, no. Just getting there was a problem. The road was horrible to get to 
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Willow River. 

Toni: What would the population around here be? 

Esther: In the '50s? 

Toni: Yeah, back in the '50s. 

Esther: Oh God, don't look at me. I was only 3 years old so don't look at me. 
You've got to think about all the people that was in the outlying mills, I guess, 
and all that kind of stuff like that to sort of give yourself ... 

Male: It depends on the area you covered. 

Toni: Well, people you would consider to be part of the neighbourhood, if you 
want to use that word. 

Esther: You wouldn't consider like Willow River or Giscome or anything like 
that, so I would expect what? 200 people? 

Other Male: About that. I wouldn't think there was any more than that. 

Other Male: I wouldn't think it was that many even. 

Toni: And where would most of them have been working? What would they do 
for work? Would they be self-employed or working ... 

Male: Working in the small mills. 

Other male: There were small mills all over the country here then. And the biggest 
employee was Evenson sawmill over there at the foot of the Tabor Mountain ski 
hill. It's gone now but he was about the biggest employee of men that there was at 
that time. 

Esther: But there was lots of little mills too. They were just everywhere. 

Male: Oh yeah. 

Esther: They were having fun here the night before last. I said, "you guys better 
put your heads together and figure out how many little mills there was around in 
the area". They were having a ball here. They were naming off all these little mills 
that were scattered all over the country around here.Where'd that one live? 
Where'd this one live? What did they do? That one went broke. 
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Toni: You didn't tape this did you? 

Esther: No. 

Male: No, no, they didn't tape it that's for sure. 

Male Interviewer: It might be interesting to hear just how many of those can you 
remember. We don't need a whole list, but just off the top of your head. 

Esther: There was 15, at least. 

Male: Around here? 

Esther: Yeah. It must have been close to 15 mills. 

Male: Probably more than that. It would be 20 mills around here. 

Esther: Of the little ones. It was just scattered around through the bush, you know, 
they maybe only sawed ... 

John: Every one of them had a little patch of timber you know. Every little one 
because it was a chance to make a dollar. 

Esther: A number of them didn't make dollars and so they weren't here very long. 

Myles: Well, that was the whole trouble with most of them. They went broke 
because they had nothing to start with, you know, and they started in and they 
figured well, we're going to get so much a thousand for the lumber and all you've 
got to do is bring the logs in, and saw them, and take the lumber to town and get a 
big cheque for it, and so on. But it didn't work that way. And it was, like it was 
for myself, it was a pretty up hill grind all the way because lumber was so cheap, 
about $18 per 1000 was the best you could get for sawing lumber and delivering it 
to Prince George. By the time you got the logs into the mill, and paid wages, and 
sawed them, and fuel , and hauled the lumber to town, there wasn't very much left. 

Toni: So what was your involvement with the sawmill industry. You obviously 
had your own mill. 

Male: Yes, we had our own mill here and we had up as high as 22 men at one time 
working there for us. And it was a pretty tough racket then. Like the first mill we 
had was just a little haywire outfit and we only got $14 a 1000 for the lumber, 
delivered to Prince George then. Well, with the two ofus, we done all the work 
ourselves, well we managed to keep bread on the table but that was about all. And 
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we had an advantage in one thing because we had cattle and a bunch of horses 
here and things like that, where so many of those small mills that started in that 
way, they figured there was nothing to it and they had nothing, they didn't even 
have an ax or a power saw or a cross cut saw or anything else, and they just 
couldn't make it. And they went broke just right and left. 

Other male: Well, it was another thing too that the world wasn't like it is now. 
Now you have access you know, most roads and everything in place, and there 
was no roads any place that you could get over at all. Like this road around here. 
You were doggone lucky if you haul lumber two days in succession without being 
stuck some place and something happens up the road and pull the truck out of 
there. Some times the roads were so bad and the hills were so steep. The 
highways, there was no such a thing as a highway like there is now. There was 
nothing but gravel roads. And it was far from good, the gravel road even, like it 
was up there around Hedland. 

Other male: [inaudible ??], was all in lumber Ed, it was on the [inaudible ??] tell 
me about it. 

Toni: John, you said the first mill. How many mills did you have? 

John: Well we had two altogether. We started in with that first one but then there 
was another thing. There was no machinery dealers, there's nothing here in town. 
There was nothing that way. You couldn't buy a piece of machinery to save your 
soul because there just was nothing. In the first mill we had, we got it from a 
fellow that I don't know where he got it from but he never should have got it 
anyway, and we shouldn't have either, but then there was no acces~ to anything 
else. And I went to Calgary to get a power unit for it because you couldn't even 
buy a power unit in Prince George. There was just absolutely nothing. And I went 
to Calgary and I bought an old Hartford tractor motor that had been taken out of a 
tractor and was mounted up on skids, and shipped that back here and that's what 
we ran the first mill with. 

Toni: And when would that have been? 

John: In '39. And it used to catch fire every day regular. 

[laughter here] 

Other male: It looks like a two-cylinder John Deere model diesel, the motor 
[inaudible??], just two-cylinder. 

John: Nobody had any money for to buy anything better with at all and I went to 
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Calgary there to get this one and it was supposed to be right in town, and when I 
got there, well it was about 20 miles out of town and it was in the first part of 
March and it was snowing and blowing and you couldn't stand up. It was a real 
blizzard. And I had a heck of a time to get a truck. Turned out that this motor was 
about 20 miles out of town and I had a heck of a time to get a winch truck to go 
out and get this motor, and when I did finally get one, it was one of these old 
internationals with solid rubber tires on it and no doors on the cab at all or 
anything, and no heater in it or nothing that way. I never come so near freezing to 
death in my life as I did going out there to get that motor. And finally got it into 
town and loaded it on the car and shipped it out of here and we set it up with this 
little mill that we had bought, and then we sawed for about a year there with that 
outfit and then we got a chance .... A fellow that we knew pretty well went broke 
over at Giscome and they seized all of his equipment. He had some pretty good 
equipment there and they seized it all and we got a chance to buy that. And we 
scraped up a few dollars and we bought that outfit and we brought it in here and 
set it up and we used it for all the years that we sawed here. '64 I guess was the 
last year we sawed and we used it up until that time. We added to it. It was just a 
carriage and a motor and husk at that time and we got an edger and put it in and 
[facade??] conveyor, and I guess the [inaudible??] conveyor was my downfall. 
That's why I'm where I am now. Until it was ... it was pretty doggone rough going 
and like I said, we had horses and things that way, which so many of these fellows 
that started these little mills around didn't have, and we had a certain amount of 
tools and things that way that we'd had around the farm here that we was able to 
get going with. 

Toni: So were you able to use the horses for the logging? 

John: Oh yes. Yeah. And then as time went on in, I don't know, it must have been 
about '45 when you went and bought the 30 there at Westlog [inaudible??], and 
he went over there and bought a CAT then and that improved things quite a bit. 
And then we used that until we were completely out and then we sold it and went 
and bought a better one. But it was just touch and go all the time because there 
wasn't that much money in the lumber. That was the trouble and you had to saw 
lumber so thick. Like 2 inch was what you could sell and you had to cut it 2 Yz 
inches thick so they could resaw it and plane it, you see. Well, when you've got a 
load on the truck or anything, you had it 2 Yi inches thick, well that other Yi inch 
didn't sound like much but when you multiplied it over the whole load, well it 
amounted to quite a bit. And it also amounted to quite a bit in what you produced 
in a day because that Yz inch that you were over never was taken into 
consideration. It was just straight 2 inch and that's all there was to it. And that's 
what you were paid for in town. 

Male Interviewer: When you initially got going, were you dealing with private 
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logs or was any of this coming off of Crown land? 

John: Well both. There was a fellow that owned a quarter section up the river here 
from us. I guess you've been up there where those buildings are, just past the 
[inaudible??], there was a homesteader there. We set the mill on his place and we 
bought the timber from him and then when it was all gone, then we branched out 
further and bought government timber. 

Myles: When we first started with that first mill, it was part of the timber that we 
had but very few people ever saw a haywire mill. [inaudible??] built a model T 
and then you see what a model T was like. Well this mill had no means ... you 
know, carriage has to go back and forth ... it had no means at all, there was never 
nothing provided for moving the carriage back and forth unless you pushed it or 
something like that. And we invented taking the transmission out of a model T car 
and we used a low gear - put levers on it where the pedals was you know - we 
used the low gear to move the carriage ahead, and [inaudible ??] first gear for 
moving the carriage back again. 

Male Interviewer: Is that right? 

Jolm: It didn't work all that bad either though, considering everything. 

Toni: You said, you stopped using the sawmills about 1964? 

John: yes. 

Toni: So what prompted you to stop? Was it ... 

John: Prices went down so low for lumber and labour was such a problem. 

Toni: How do you mean a problem? The cost or the availability? 

Jolm: Availability and well, like all during the war we had the mill. You couldn't 
hire a white man any place, you know. Indians was all we could get because any 
able-bodied man was in the army and Indians was all you could get. Well I could 
write you a book that thick about the Indians. 

Esther: That'll be another one for you. 

Toni: That'll be another interview. 

Esther: That'll be another interview and another thesis. You could go [inaudible 
??] on that one. 
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Other male: It wasn't Indians from around here, no. I don't know where the 
Indians were around here. There just didn't seem to be any around here very 
much. They were mostly all of them from around Talda and up in that country. 
And of course, those days, in the '40s, they weren't very civilized yet. They were 
pretty wild in that country. They got down here and they got a few dollars and 
they got a few drinks in them, why you had problems. 

Toni: But if that was during the war, that would be during the '40s and you were 
still able to run until '64. So what happened in the meantime? 

Other male: Well we eventually got rid of the Indians and got white men, around 
the '50s. Well then after the war, you know, men started coming back from the 
army and we were able to get some ... and of course, Prince George was an 
entirely different situation in that before the war, you know, there wasn't very 
many,people there or anything like that. Well after the war, or during the war, 
Prince George multiplied I 00 times you might say and then when soldiers started 
coming back and everything, they were bringing relatives and things like 
immigrants coming in and things like that. It made lots more men, help available. 

Toni: So there were more labourers then? 

Myles: And finally the last mill, the prices got so bad for timber, or for lumber, 
and we [collared??] the mill, and we just ran it ourselves, John and I. Just ran it 
ourselves and with help Esther was able to give us. Of course, she wasn't very old 
then. 

Esther: Well you just couldn't get anybody because things started to open up in 
Prince and all you ever got, that I can remember as a kid, the last guys we had 
working for us should have been, nowadays would be on the welfare lines, and 
they all wanted good money because they all had families and stuff like that, and 
there just was no money. It was a case of either we had to diversify and go 
logging, which seemed to be the way to go, or else you were going to have to go 
the way of the doo-doo bird. That was the whole thing you know. Like stumpage 
was going up and there was no place to sell lumber because these other big 
companies were starting to come in and put in their mills and you couldn't 
compete with them, you know. 

John: When we started buying logs, and that was a godsend in a way because it 
affected ... you didn't have to have so much help and you seemed to get a better 
class of help out in the woods then you did in the mill because the country was 
full of old windbags about 60 years you know. They could tell you how to do 
everything and all that they were good for was something to feed and look after 
and bail them out of jail every time they got paid. They'd go to town and get on a 
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drunk and get into trouble. I betcha I spent more time sitting in the police office 
there than enough, waiting for them to hand down their decision of what the fine 
was going to be, and pay their fine and bail them out and bring them back again. 
Next payday the same damn thing over again. 

Male Interviewer: What period was that in John? 

John: That would have been about the '50s I guess, '48, '49, '50, somewhere 
along in there. 

Other male: And then another thing that ended all these small mills was the 
lumber markets started to change, you know, and when originally they couldn't 
get enough lumber, you know, when the war was on. It didn't make any difference 
as long as it was flat on two sides, it didn't make any difference what kind of 
lumber it was, it sold. And then after the war was over, then the markets started to 
taper off and they wanted a better class of lumber and a better class of sawing, 
anything like that. Pretty soon they started shipping to Japan and those different 
places, you know, and they wanted metric cut lumber and these small mills 
couldn't afford to put in equipment, you know, that you could like that and these 
big mills started buying up all the small mills and their quota of timber and I guess 
there's only ourselves and Murchie Brothers over there. 

Esther: There's 4 of us in this area. I mean 4 of us in the Prince George Forest 
District that have TSL's left any longer. That's all there is. 

Other male: Because everybody had a timber sale license before but now there's 
only 4 ofus left that can compete on government timber. 

John: And the government come in with an idea there that as a small mill you had 
to have a chipper and a barker in the mill or they wouldn't let you operate. Well 
we figured it out, it was going to cost us $45,000 at that time to put in a chipper 
and a barker. Well, we just ... 

Other male: We didn't have the money. 

John: Just didn't have the money and it wasn't feasible anyway because ifwe 
could sell the logs ... although logs wasn't a very good price when we first started 
into it but still we got along. 

Esther: The thing is you didn't have that extra step. When you got the logs, you 
put them on a truck and they went some place else. When you run the mill, you've 
got the logs, and then you had to put them through the mill and end up getting the 
end product, which was just another step, you might as well say, that you had to 
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do. 

Other male: And you had to get a truck to haul that lumber to town or get trucks to 
haul the logs too, but then at that time, bigger trucks were coming into affect and 
when you had the small mills, there wasn't such a thing as anything more than a 3 
ton truck in the country, no place. You know, maybe 2000 feet oflumber was all 
they could handle, they could haul. And the roads were so bad and you're stuck 
and the highway was so bad then at that time. For a few years you never seen the 
highway like it was then. 

Esther: I think the other thing that was a big turning point for most of the small 
mills was the fact that when you did your own milling you were a scaler. Like he 
was a licensed log scaler. It was everybody that had a mill, you had to scale the 
logs, and you had to have a license, and he had a license to do it. Well government 
decided that there was too much this log's for me and that log's for the 
government, and these two logs are for me and that one there is "oh it's got 
something wrong with it so we'll only scale half of it" or whatever, and then they 
decided that they wanted to put in weigh scales, and the logs would be taken into 
town and weighed over a weigh scale, which was supposed to be a much more 
honest way. And unless you could afford to put in a scale, and it was like the 
barker and chipper, well you couldn't compete. And they didn't want you to 
anyway because like I said it was too much of this one for me and ... you know, 
three for me and one for the government type of thing that was going on all the 
time, and that was one of the other big things that I can remember that happened 
about the time we did the changeover from the mill to logging, was the ... 

Other male: Well it just eliminated a lot of headaches, let's put it that way, 
because [inaudible], like you ran the [inaudible??] machinery like that, well 
there's lots of repairs and maintenance on all this stuff and everything that way, 
and fuel was going up in price all the time. 

Esther: And like Dad said, it was got to be where one by fours, and one by sixes, 
and two by fours and stuff like that, you couldn't sell them because there was no 
markets for them. You had to go into a specialty cut. If you could cut two by 
twelves, you could sell them. If you could cut two by tens you could sell them. 
What did you do with what you had left over? You've got a whole pile of one by 
tens, what the hell do you do with it? You couldn't sell it because there was no 
market for it. 

Toni: So you mentioned a couple of government policies, the requirement of the 
chippers and the barkers, and the requirement for scaling and ... 

Other male: And the same way with burners, open burners, they didn't want .... 
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See originally all the mills had just a chain, carried slabs and stuff out and it was 
elevated in the air and they dropped those and they had a fire there and destroyed 
this stuff. Well of course, there was lots of fires started from that. So Forestry said 
you've got to have these closed in burners. Well that required a big project too for 
putting in a closed in burner. 

Toni: So rather than trying to meet these new requirements of theirs which would 
cost you a lot of money ... 

Other male: Well like I say, it's been 1940 when small mills were started until 
about 1964, there was an era that you could just do anything you wanted with 
timber sort of thing, but then it all started to change. The big mills started buying 
up logs and buying up those, they bought up practically all these fellows that had 
little mills, had a little patch of timber, they bought it up, and competition got that 
you couldn't be considered for ... to keep going. 

Esther: You either had to have a million dollars ... it's like now, you either had to 
have ... in those days it would have been $100,000. Nowadays you need a million 
to be able to do it but it was you know, that was what you needed to do. You had 
to have a lot of money to be able to do all these things. Now like this Evenson 
over here that John was talking about, I don't remember when they shut down, do 
you? But you know, he put that gang in there, he had that big gang saw in there 
and he complied with a lot of the rules. I don't know ifhe had a chipper though. 

Other male: No, he never had a chipper, no. 

Esther: But he put in a gang saw. He was probably one of the first mills, I think, to 
put in a gang saw and he did quite well but he also was ... he sold a lot of his 
lumber, I can remember because as a kid I fooled around with ... I knew his sons 
and he used to spend a lot of his time, because ... and this can go off the record, 
quite a playboy. He used to spend a lot of his time in New York and stuff like that. 
He used to have some pretty lucrative lumber sales, you know, but he was the 
kind of a guy that could do it. 

Male interviewer: Well, even if you had the money to upgrade your mill at that 
time, it may have just delayed ... 

Esther: I think it would have just delayed going broke, Ernie. I think it would have 
been just a delay in going in broke as I see it. 

Toni: What about the shift from selective logging to clearcut. Did that make any 
difference, have any affect on you? Because you were buying your logs ... 
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Esther: Well you guys did lots of that, when they had that 20 inch stump limit. 

Other male: That was a disaster that idea that they had there for awhile, that you 
couldn't cut any thing under 20 inches on the stump. Well you went through and 
you took out the big timber, well then what? All that stuff that was 20 inches and 
less was left and then it all blew down. Like we had a big sale up here along the 
river and there was, I betcha, a million and a half, maybe two million feet left on 
that sale of that 20 inch stuff and the whole thing blew down. Well it was just like 
after we'd taken the big stuff out, it was just like a beaver house, pretty near. It 
was this way and it was that way and it was the other way. The forest ranger come 
and remarks if we'd consider going in and taking that stuff out now and all that 
mess that it was in. We told them Forestry had more money than we did for to go 
and take that out. If they wanted it taken out ... that we tried to tell them when they 
done that that it wasn't going to work and they wouldn't listen, so now you go get 
it if you want it. [Inaudible??]. Nodoby ever touched it. 

Male interviewer: I'll just flip the tape over here. 

[ end of side one] 

Esther: The first logs we sold went to Canfor, I know that but it seems to me that 
Canfor was the first ones that came in here, and they bought up Northern Spruce, 
didn't they, and that's where you guys always sold was to Northern Spruce. I think 
Canfor was the first big company that came in here and started to purchase these 
quotas from the smaller mills and started to get established as a big mill, was 
Canadian Forest Products. That was the first one. 

Toni: How were the quotas decided? I know very little about the logging industry 
and you mentioned ... 

Esther: Well that was decided by the government. 

Toni: And was it just so many ... 

Esther: Well I don't know. Dad can tell you more than that. There was criteria to 
get quotas wasn't there? 

Other male: Well they decided there was ... well I guess they decided that these 
big mills ... these mills were coming in, these bigger mills and they decided that 
they were grabbing up too much of the country. 

Esther: If you were an established mill and had been working before. That's what 
he's getting at. If you were like we were, an established mill long before they ever 
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came there. 

Other male: So they decided then, the government, that they would give this big 
mill so much timber, they would give that big mill so much timber, and they'd 
give the small mills a little patch of timber, like that. It's what they called the 
quota system. It's still in effect, this quota system. 

Toni: So was it a quota of how much you could produce? 

Other male: Yeah, it was how much you could produced. 

Esther: How big your mill was, how much you could produce. It was how big 
your mill was, it was based on how much you produced in a ... 

Other male: Yeah, well it was supposed to be originally, when they first started 
talking about it, it was supposed to be based on what that mill produced in lumber 
the year before. Well for the big mills, maybe they produced 10 million feet or 
whatever the amount they might have produced, of course they got a big quota. 
But for the small mills, like ourselves, we only got a very small quota because of 
the fact that we hadn't operated our mill the year before, only for a couple of 
months because the prices were so cheap for lumber that we just didn't operate. 
Well of course, we didn't show very much lumber production then so we only got 
a small quota. 

Esther: When did the quota system come in? 

John: That was shortly after '51 there, when I come back, in '52 when I come 
back from Vancouver from the hospital there, and it was just starting then, you 
know. 

Esther: Yeah, because I remember you going to town lots to the Forestry about 
this quota business because it looked at that time like the little guys, and there was 
us and Evenson's, and a few of the others around here, that it looked like there 
wasn't going to be anything left for you. Like the big mills was going to get it all. 
And I remember him going to town lots to try and get ... so we got our finger in 
the pie anyway. 

Toni: So that was sort of the first polcy that started favouring the big miills, and 
then the other ones the chipper/barker thing? 

Esther: Yup. And I think the thing that really was the change was probably the 
world markets had changed, the local markets had changed, the world markets had 
changed, and they had to have a better dimension lumber. In other words, he could 
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saw a log, a 2 x 4 and it might only be a 1 3/4 inch. I could saw it and it might be 
2 1/4. Joe down the road would maybe have a different kind of a head rig or 
whatever and he maybe sawed it 2 inch. So when they got it to the mill, into the 
planer or whatever, there was so much variation, you know, that the world was 
now coming to the point where it wanted a board that was a 2 x 4, not something 
else, and then you had to get rid of all that waste. Because again, that was another 
government policy. They wanted to get rid of that waste. Like John said, you cut it 
2 Y2 and they planed it down to 2, well then what happened to the other Yi inch. 
Well it don't sound like much but if you put it on 100,000 board feet, Yi inch 
amounts into a lot. And the government wasn't being paid for this and this was 
the thing, that I think the whole thing was, that the government took a total 
reassessment of the thing and decided that "hey, we're just losing too much 
money here. We've got to bring in these policies that are going make it so that we 
all get paid for everything". 

Other male: Another thing too was these small mills scattered all over the country 
... like there was probably 50 small mills right around this country, and the 
Forestry had to go and check on all these mills all the time and alloted them so 
much timber, and check on their scaling and see that they met all the regulations 
of burning the slabs and all these things like that, until ... if they could eliminate 
these small mills, only the big mills, there was only a few of them, it only required 
a few men to go around and check that. 

Male interviewer: It sounded as though ... back earlier when you talked about that 
you were a scaler, something I hadn't realized, but when you started up in '39, did 
you say? 

Esther: [affirmative] 

Male interviewer: Then there was no scaling and no control, but for a period 
somewhere around the war then. When did you become a scaler? When did that 
requirement come in? 

Esther: I' 11 get you something and show it to you. 

Male interviewer: Was that before the war or during? 

Jolm: I think it was before the war. 

Other male: Just the time the war started. To the line [13??], that was the big 
thing. You could cut timber 9-13, you could sell billions of them if you had it. But 
there was a drawback to that. 
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Male Interviewer: Forestry Act and Amendments, Scaling license, January 3rd, 
1944. Commodor Miles Perry, Prince George, has been examined September 141

h, 

1943 by E.A. Charlesworth of the Board of Examiners for licensing scalers as 
provided in the Forest Act. That's pretty neat. 

Jolm: Well before that, you just had a permit. 

Miles: You'd have a permit to scale. The Forestry wasn't very big then and they 
just didn't have the manpower to go around and do all of these things. It had to be 
with all these ... well you can imagine yourself, if there was 50 small mills around, 
it required a lot of manpower just to get around to all of them. 

John: Well, and they didn't have the know how either. 

Miles: No, they certainly didn't have the know-how. 

Male Interviewer: It sounds to me, just when you were talking about it, it sounded 
like there was a period where you just kind of did what you wanted. If you had the 
timber and you put it through, that was fine, and then there was a period where it 
was a period of trust maybe, where they would license you or give you a permit 
initially, and you would do your own scaling, but then at some point they decided 
they didn't trust you anymore. 

Esther: Well I was trying to think about it and maybe Toni knows this. At one 
time there was a Royal Commission, back in ... I can remember you guys talking 
about it, back in the early '50s into the forestry and stuff like that and that was 
about the time when they decided that there was a lot of theives in the country that 
they needed to ... 

Toni: There were two done in the early '50s and I've got a copy of them at home. 
One was done in the early '50s and one was done in the early '60s. 

Esther: The one in the '50s was the one about the time that they decided that they 
were going to change all of this. 

Miles: They changed the measure of scaling actually. 

Toni: Yeah, and they went through and changed all that and that was as far as I 
understand, the first policies that they started to implement for the forest industry 
and it went from there. 

Esther: Yup. 
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Toni: And it sounds from what you're saying, like every time they brought in a 
new policy, it made it more restrictive, more difficult for the small to work, 
favoured the big mill which made it easier for the Forestry to keep an eye on 
things, and also was better for, I guess, the forest industry, not the foresty industry, 
but the forest ministry in terms of making sure everything was at certain grades 
and levels and qualities. 

Miles: It was because of the fact that the big mills put in scales right away and 
they weighed the logs, you see. When the small mills, they had to hand scales 
those logs. 

Esther: And that was the most dishonest way of ever doing logs, was that hand 
scaling. That had to be the most dishonest way that there ever was of ever doing 
any ... 

Miles: You could have 40 different scalers and you'd get 40 different answers 
from a pile of logs because everybody had a different idea. 

John: You might measure that log and figure that there's 50 board feet in it. Toni 
might measure that log and figure she sees some rot some place on that log, and 
there's only 35 board feet in it. 

Miles: And John might scale it and there's some shake in it, you know, some 
cracks on it, and you have to knock so much off for that until ... you couldn't do 
all the scaling yourself. You had to hire a scaler sometimes and we still some 
times, if we sold building logs, we'd hire scalers to do it, because I no longer keep 
my license up anymore and I know, because I sawed lots of logs, and I know that 
they're ... 

Esther: They're still dishonest. 

Miles: They're still dishonest. 

Toni: So the regulation about bringing in automated scales, that was good for the 
industry in your eyes because it was more uniform? 

John: Well, when we first started selling logs, it was hand scaled, and we was just 
about ready to quit the whole thing because we just didn't get nothing out of the 
timber. Then they put the scales in and we put the first load of logs that ever went 
into Prince George, over the scale and they weighed it. It was supposed to be so 
much. Well they couldn't believe what they saw. And they unloaded that load and 
loaded it back up again 9 times before they got through with it, trying to figure out 
what was the matter because they thought that they were so damn good at hand 
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scaling that there was nobody that could beat them but when they put it over the 
scale, it was such a big difference that they couldn't fathom it. 

Male Interviewer: In your favour I hope. 

John: In our favour it was. 

Esther: That was the other thing, when we sold enough ... I think it was ... we sold 
to Canfor. The first logs we sold went to Canfor, it was hand scaled wasn't it? 

Miles: [affirmative response]. They had that ... take a wheelchair, had that little 
mill at the foot of the airport hill, what's his name? We sold some to him. 

Esther: Yeah, but it was still hand scaled. 

Miles: But there wasn't half the mistakes. 

Esther: But the thing was they were hand scaled but the mill provided the scale, so 
you can image who he was working for? And so you were selling to him and he 
was working for, we'll use the example, Joe Blow down the road, well you can 
image what you got out of your logs, you know. So as soon as they put the weigh 
scales in, well like John said, then that was all the difference in the world because 
there it was. Very much the same set of rules as what they use right now and there 
it was, this load of logs, there was so many metres in it and that is the way it is. 

Toni: So that made it so much ... that was more incentive to be out of the sawmill 
and into the logging end because you could make lots more money. 

Esther: Oh yeah, but it was the rules and regulations, I can remember the rules and 
regulations was what just killed the small mills, as far as I was concerned. 

Miles: And another thing with the big mills when they came in, they put in these 
special saws that they could cut with a saw that didn't cut a curve more than .. .if 
they'd take out sawdust, more than 1/8 of an inch of sawdust every time. Whereas 
the small mills, they couldn't produce those kinds of saws you know and then 
[inaudible ??] because they had to have a special man to take care of those kinds 
of saws and things. Well every time that saw went down the log, it took out 5/16. 
So sawdust was a big ... you know, the amount that you got from the log in the 
small mill and what the big mill could get from that log, they're still fighting over 
that yet in the mills as they recover from the [inaudible ??] 

Male Interviewer: Yeah, absolutely. It's still a big issue. You bet. 
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Esther: Well, and the thing was, if you had a small mill, you maybe had a log like 
that but maybe it had a big flare out here. Well in order to get something off of it, 
I can remember him cutting lots of them, and you'd cut that flare off, well maybe 
there'd be that much for 8 feet back that would have made a perfect board. But 
you had no way of recovering it in a small mill so it just went into the slab pile 
and it just went out and burned, so that was all waste. So it was all ... to get back 
to ... I know what Toni's original question was, to get back to it, it was all the 
government, the Forestry or the government or whatever you want to call it, just 
sat down one day and said "hey, we're being screwed totally here by all these 
people with all these small mills. We have to change the policies. We have to 
change the policies so we get more revenue out of the timber than what we are 
right now because there's too much ... ". If you scaled them, if you didn't, you 
wasted too much sawdust, you wasted too many logs. There was lots of the mills, 
we didn't do it too much, but I can remember as a kid going around with these 
guys, and there was lots of places, if there was a piece of tree was that big around 
and it had a piece of rot in it that big, buck it off back some place where it was 
clear and throw that piece of rot into the log pile or whatever, and they always had 
a fire burning around the mill and push it in there and away she went. You know, 
there was none of this trying to saw around it or anything like that. It was number 
one clear was worth money, and 2 x 12's was money if you could get clears. 

Toni: So at one point you said there was about 50 small mills in the area, little 
sawmills that people were operating. As they were going out of business, what 
period of time were they closing up? Did they start closing up in the '40s or not 
until the late '50s? 

Miles: '58-'60, like that. We was about the last small mill that operated. 

Esther: Us and Birchees were about the last ones. Evenson's was gone. I don't 
know what year they went, he quit, do you John? 

John: No. 

Esther: He wasn't there in ... like '61 of the fire, he still had the mill though. The 
mill was still there. But I don't know if it was running or not. 

John: I don't think so. Bassinet was living there, you know, looking after the thing 
and they was dismantling it. 

Esther: Oh yeah, that's right, in '60. So I guess it was us and Birchees was about 
the last 2 that stayed in business for a length of time after that. 

John: But lots of those little mills that started around here didn't last for more than 
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a year because they had nothing to start with and they figured there was nothing to 
it, and it was just a case of bringing the logs in and sawing them and take the 
lumber to town and get a checque for it. But it didn't work that way. 

Miles: They had a small mill, they only had a team of horses and there was only 
so far the horses could skid around the mill, you know. When the timber got back 
a little ways, well how are they going to get the timber to the mill then? 

Esther: So then you picked up the mill and you moved the mill, set it all up again. 
Got a little closer, cleaned up all the timber, and then you picked up the mill. Well 
you know, it's like moving house. I don't like moving house. You only want to do 
it so many times in your life. 

John: Nobody could afford to buy a CAT because there just wasn't that much 
money in the lumber that they couldn't afford to buy a CAT for to skid with. Then 
like I said, there wasn't at that time ... you had to go out to Vancouver or Calgary 
or some place that way to buy a CAT. There just was none around this country to 
sell at all. Nobody had any at all. Like Benning Tractor wasn't here then and none 
of those heavy industrial machinery places that are in the industrial site there. No, 
there was none of them in existence then. 

Miles: But even the big mills, you know, they didn't make that much profit from 
the mills but they was able to cut so much more lumber. Because I remember Roy 
Spurr, when Giscome was over there, the mill was over there in Giscome. That 
was a pretty big outfit, you know, the [tallom??] and everything there. He told me 
one time, he says, "I probably made 50 cents a 1000. I figure I'm doing real 
good". That's 50 cents a thousand. You know he's got to cut a lot of thousands of 
feet. Of course that was after he paid all expenses and everything but then he had 
to replace machinery and upkeep and everything like that. But he told me one 
time, he says "I made 50 cents a thousand. I figure I'm doing good". 

Toni: How much wood did you cut? How much lumber did you produce when 
... the best years that you were producing? 

John: I only cut about 8-9000 board feet a day. 

Male Interviewer: So 22 men. 

John: Well, we didn't have that many at that time, no, because we were like so 
many people that figured that if we had more help and things that way, that we 
could do so much better but it didn't work out, until we only had the 22 men for 
about one summer was about all we had. And then we figured out that we had to 
do something different, that it was just too expensive. 
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Esther: The thing is a lot of those little mills, it's a different concept now, but in 
those days, same as it was here, but in those days if you worked for a mill, then 
you had no way of getting back and forth and then they expect, then the exployee 
expected the employer to provide them with some place to live and so he had to 
have his family and everything like that. So pretty soon this got to be a problem 
because pretty soon you had to provide accommodations for them and stuff like 
that. Like when Evenson had that mill over there, well he had little bunkhouses 
and he had little houses and stuff like that, and he had a cookhouse, because there 
was no such thing as packing a lunch in those days. And I know when they had 
the crew here, I mean, dinner could be 8 or 10 or 12 ofus at lunch every day. And 
my mother and my grandmother was producing meals for them and everything 
like that because there was no such thing as jumping in your car and roaring back 
to town and living in town. They all lived right, what you might say, on the job 
site. And that was a big factor too because you had to factor in that room and 
board as well all the time. You charged them room and board but you didn't never 
recover because some of these guys, you know, it was like they are now. They 
could eat 15 steaks at a meal, until some of them guys, you went broke on them 
every day until it was ... it got to be a real problem. 

Male Interviewer: Did you have a bunkhouse then? 

John: Oh yes, we had bunkhouses but then again you had to provide white sheets 
and everything that way, you know, and then all that stuff all had to be laundered 
and everything, the thing just sky-rocketed from one thing to the other. 

Other male: Probably trucking was a big problem becasue the roads were so bad, 
and to get somebody to haul the lumber for you. There was nothing, only small 
tmcks. I don't remember what we paid, [Lan and Gully???], and those different 
ones. 

Esther: $5.50 a thousand. 

Other male: How much? 

Esther: $5.50 a thousand. That's what we paid Miles and John when he worked 
for us and then we had that other guy afterwards. But Miles and John, I always 
remember, was $5.50 a thousand because I always remember, he come back and 
asked me for another 50 cents. He was very religious so he came back and asked 
Dad for another 50 cents. 

Male Interviewer: $5.50 a thousand, that's quite a chunk out of the total. 

Toni: And that's just for trucking it in? 
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Esther: Just trucking it into town. But he didn't load it on the truck. You had to 
have some way to get it on the truck. 

Other male: You had to load it on the truck. 

Esther: You had to load it on the truck. 

John: You had to have bunks built so that he could back in under the loads, you 
know, and drop the load on the truck. There was no such a thing as handling it or 
anything that way at all. Of course in town, it was a different story. They had 
those forklifts for to lift it off with and so they never had to touch the lumber at all 
and there's nobody, no man ever learned to complain like a truck driver can, until 
we had more truck drivers than you could shake a stick at. 

Toni: Well what about the mid-size mills, like Sinclair Mills and that size? When 
did they come in and how did they affect the small mills? 

Miles: Well they were here, it was right after the railroad was built, they came in. 
And they took big timber holdings right along the railroad. 

Esther: They were here actually first, like Giscome was here first. Sinclair, Penny, 
all those kinds of mills. 

Miles: Snowshoe, all those different places, up in Dome Creek and all those 
places along, it was big mills along all those ... 

Esther: But they were all here first. 

Toni: So they didn't present any problem for you because you were a different sort 
of operation? 

Esther: No, no they didn't present any problem at all. 

John: But there wasn't too many of them lasted too long either. They cut the 
timber out that was close and there was always the problem of getting the timber 
to the mills, you know. They could log in the winter time, pile it up alright, but 
then that costs a lot of money to pile up a bunch of logs, you know. You paid crew 
and everything like that, haul them up and pile them at the mill but you couldn't 
saw them until the next summer and get anything back out of them. And for 
example, although I never saw the place, but I heard about it enough times. There 
was so many people that didn't know, you know, people came into the country 
looking for timber. Timber, there's all kinds of it here. We'll build a mill here. 
We'll go into business. You come from back East or something like that. I know 
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this one operated up the line here, I heard about it a number of times. There was a 
creek, you know, running up through these timber holdings. Well they got the idea 
to log all winter, the timber's right along the creek, pile the timber in the creek, 
the creek comes up in the spring, it will take the timber down to the mill. The 
creek cut a channel around the pile of logs. As far as I ever heard, that pile of logs 
is still there. They'd be rotted away now but ... 

Male Interviewer: They're used to the old ideas in the East where you could float 
pulp wood down the rivers. 

Esther: Well, there was lots of wild ideas in those ideas. 

John: Well the same thing happened over there in Giscome, they used to dump the 
logs in the lake there, you know, at Eaglet Lake. And Roy Spurr owned the mill 
then and he got his brother-in-law to come up from Vancouver and he didn't 
know absolutely nothing, I guess, and they got the idea that they could dump logs 
at the other end of the lake there, at the far end of the lake there. So they worked 
all winter and dumped logs in there and they were going to float them to the mill. 
In the spring, the ice went out and the logs, the green logs, they all sunk down to 
the bottom and there they stayed. And they had to put in cables, like high lead 
outfits and pull the logs out into the deeper water you know, to get them to the 
mill. Of course, all that cost real money too. 

Esther: And again, it all boils back to the same thing as what I said before. The 
government seen some of these things, and I mean, nobody got paid for them, so 
we have to change the system. It's as simple as that. I don't know if they exactly 
changed the system for the betterment. I don't think it changed it for the 
betterment at all in a lot of ways, but at least now they try to get a little more 
revenue out of it than what they did before. I don't know if they bettered the world 
any. 

John: Of course, like those big mills that came in right after the [inaudible ??] 
railroad, they beat the government so bad. Of course, lumber wasn't worth 
nothing those days, and they had to load it onto the railroad to ship it and 
everything. But see, when you cut a tree down, we'll say that tree is 100 feet long, 
of course they only took the best timber, and they bucked it off at the top 8 inches. 
They wouldn't go below 8 inches because there was no regulation that said that 
they had to. Well that was the measure to the top of the tree at 8 inches. Well the 
rest of that tree was all gravy. The taper in that tree, see. Because like the first logs 
might have been that big around but it was only measured as 8 inches the whole 
length. 

Male Interviewer: So they got the small log for free. 
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[end of interview] 
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